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 Allegato n.4

Verbale della  Commissione Giudicatrice  della  selezione per il  conferimento di  1  contratto di
lavoro autonomo nella forma della collaborazione, della durata di  2 mesi, per n. 1 esperto/a in
possesso  di  elevata  qualificazione  professionale,  per  attività  di  supporto  alla  ricerca,  per  il
progetto dal titolo: “Impronte sul pianeta”, Responsabile Scientifico Prof. Gabriele Loris Beccaro

(Selezione  116/2020/EST/DISAFA)

GRADUATORIA DI MERITO

candidati titoli colloquio totale
Giovanni Gamba 22/50 45/50 67/100
Razieh Rajestary 18/50 30/50 48/100

Grugliasco, 11 novembre 2020

LA COMMISSIONE RIUNITA IN MODALITA’ TELEMATICA

Presidente e Resp. Scient. Prof.  Gabriele Loris Beccaro  
            

Componente                         

Cristiana PEANO - Post-harvest research group e-mail cristiana.peano@unito.it phone +396708660

Aarhus University 
MSc Organic Agriculture 

Specialization: Double degree Agrobiology 
 

Subject: Letter of recommendation. 

Dear Academic Committee 

 

It is my great pleasure to recommend Ilaria Bruno for the admission to Double Degree Agrobiology 
programme at the University of Aarhus. 

I have known Ilaria for the past 2 years; she has taken part of my course in Horticolture and Pomology and I 
worked with her to organize some activities in the university with the ASA (Agricultural Student’s 
Association). 

As her professor, I have had the opportunity to observe her participation and interaction in class and to 
evaluate Ilaria’s knowledge of the subject: she is a very smart student, with excellent communication skills. 
She is always curious to learn new things and questions herself about the reality we live in. I agree with my 
colleagues that consider Ilaria an eclectic and multitasking person, that never refuse new opportunities to 
improve. 

Ilaria took part in internship working hardly: she acquired excellent practical skills that let her reach good 
results. 

Aside from her academic career, Ilaria was a member of “Agricultural Student’s Association”. They 
organized several events and promoted projects consisting in growing an organic vegetable garden, journeys 
is farms in order to know more about different realities and agricultural techniques, courses and seminars. 
She participated with enthusiasm, passion and ambition in all of these activities. 

Ilaria is also a very friendly and respectful person that dedicates herself to complete her projects and ideas.I 
consider Ilaria a motivated and more than qualified student for your University, therefore I strongly support 
Ilaria’s application for the MSc in Organic Agriculture and I think that the double degree Agrobiology 
specialization is the ideal programme that will help her to achieve her goals. 

 

Yours sincerely 

Prof. Cristiana PEANO

 

 

Turin, 26/01/2019

            

Componente                           Prof.ssa Giovanna Giacalone     


